We are a small FHG of six physicians across two locations. Our central/east Ottawa location has been established for 20+ years and is looking for associate(s) who would like to start a practice, move a practice or takeover patients in a location serving a diverse population base from Ottawa and Gatineau. EMR is Telus Practice Solutions.

Being a small FHG your voice holds greater influence in the operation of the clinic. Your schedule can be as flexible as you want and can accommodate appointments and walk-in as per your interest. We are in close proximity to private labs and X-ray and to four hospitals. We currently have a urologist and gynecologist sharing space.

Financial arrangements can be extremely flexible and tailored with very competitive financial arrangements including reduced overhead as your practice gets established and can assist in setting up RAMQ billings to maximize your remuneration.

Physicians licensed to practice in Ontario and Quebec can be accommodated.

For more information please contact Dr. Vincent Chan @vincent.jw.chan@gmail.com or the clinic manager at mfmc.clinic@one-mail.on.ca.